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Abstract:- Steganography is a method of concealing confidential data in a cover file such that attacker cannot predict about clandestine data. 

Steganography exploit cover message, for example content, picture, sound, video record and so forth to conceal a mystery or secret message. 

Text Steganography is one of a procedure to conceal the one kind (text) of content data inside same type of content messages. Linguistic 

steganography is the language based steganographic scheme which proposes more advanced methods to hide the secret messages in text. Initially 

linguistic text steganographic techniques are developed only for the English language. But now days different regional languages are also used to 

hide the information like Hindi. This paper reviews the different linguistic text steganographic methods of hindi and English language. 
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I. Introduction:- Steganography word is a combination of 

two technical terms. These are Greek words “stegno” and 

“graphy”. The later word means concealing under a cover 

and former word means art, style of writing etc. or we can 

say Greek state is the place where Steganography word 

originates from Greek phrasing and that denote "secured 

composing or writing". Steganography is the act of 

concealing a classified message in a different non-mystery 

message into a harmless digital media with the end goal that 

it hides correspondence or Steganography is a method of 

concealing confidential data in a cover file such that attacker 

cannot predict about clandestine data. Steganography 

incorporates multiple different strategies for concealing a 

message in a range of media.   

II. Cataloging of Steganography in Different Perspective 

1. Classification of Steganography:- Figure 1 elaborates 

the classification of steganographic approach. 

Steganography is subdivided into two categories, one is 

technical steganography and another is linguistic 

steganography.  

 

Figure 1. Cataloging of Steganography [1]. 

Technical steganography deals with the scientific methods 

like invisible ink and other materialized and size reduction 

approaches. On the other hand linguistic steganography hide 

the message by using some non obvious or nontechnical 

methods. It further can be sub grouped in semagrams and 

open codes methods. As the name referred semagrams use 

different symbol and sign of the particular language to hide 

the message. Visual semagrams generally use the visual 

effects which attract the innocent people most like; doodles 

etc. Text semagrams performs changes in the looking of the 

cover text to hide the message like it make changes in the 

font size, color, height and width of letters, add extra space, 

add extra letter etc.[1].  

To hide the secret message, open codes use carrier message 

in such a way that it is not commonly visible to the innocent 

persons. Open code is categorized in two ways; jargon codes 

and covered cipher. Jargon code use properties of the 

particular language to hide the message, so that it can be 

understood only by the people who are familiar with that 

particular language. In covered cipher secret message is 

openly embedded into the carrier message, so it can be 

recovered by any person who is aware about the method of 

embedding.[1]. 

2.Classification of Steganography according to key:- In 

steganographic system use of key is optional. In the earlier 

techniques keys are not used, but in current techniques keys 

are used due to increase in security. As use of key take the 

security at one level up. So, according to the use of key 

steganographic system can be categorized in three types as 

shown in figure 2. 
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Fig. 2. Categorization of Steganographic System according 

to the key 

1.  Pure Steganography:-  

It is the method, which follow the concept of no key or pure 

steganography is the steganography which do not require 

any prior exchange of data before sending the actual secret 

message. Means the security of the system is depends on its 

own strength of secret method only and there is no need of 

any communication regarding key between the sender and 

receiver before starting the session.  

2.  Secret Key Steganography:- 

In this method one secret key is used to embed the data into 

the cover text. This secret should be known to both the 

sender and receiver, so that after embedding by the sender, 

receiver can extract the original message with the key. Thus, 

we can say it like a symmetric key cipher method and used 

secret key also travel with the embedded data during 

communication or should be prior known to the sender.  

3.  Public Key Steganography:- 

Public key steganographic methods use two keys. One is 

public key, which is known to both the sender and receiver 

and second is secret (Private) key, which is only known to 

receiver. Sender send the message by embedding the secret 

text into the cover text using public key of receiver and at 

the receiver‟s end receiver extract the secret text from stego 

text by using its own secret or private key.  

3.Classification of Steganography According to Carrier 

file:- 

 

Fig. 3.Classification of Steganography According to the 

carrier file. 

1. Text steganography:- Text Steganography utilizes the 

properties of text and other text language features for 

transferring the secure messages over the digital medium 

2.Image Steganography:- Image Steganography use image 

object as the cover media to hide information. Generally, in 

this type of steganography, pixel intensities are used to 

cover up the information. File extension such as PNG, BMP, 

GIF, JPG uses as cover media in image steganography.  

3. Audio Steganography 

If we hide secret information by using some audible file or 

music records as a cover medium than it is known as audio 

steganography. The host audio file used for cover media has 

same characteristics before and after applying 

steganography. The cover files have an extension such as 

WAVE, MIDI, and MPEG.  

4. Video Steganography 

Video steganography uses some frames of video files to 

embed a confidential message or secret file. It uses Mp4, 

AVI, MPEG or other video formats for information hiding. 

There are multiple methods available for video 

steganography such that substitution technique, transform 

domain technique, spread spectrum technique, statistical 

technique and distortion techniques etc.  

5. Network or Protocol Steganography 

Concealing of information is done using network protocols 

as CP, TCP, UDP, ICMP, IP etc. The Base is OSI layer 

network model in which covert channels are present those 

can be used for network steganography.  For instance, there 

are some empty or least used fields available in TCP/IP 

header, these fields can be used to send secret message.  

III. Linguistic Steganography 

Initially linguistic text steganographic techniques are 

developed only for the English language. But now days 

different regional languages are also used to hide the 

information, which increase the security in term of difficulty 

to get the original message, as all the persons are not aware 

about all the language. Chinese, Urdu, Arabic, Parisian 

language are popular for the steganography as they have 

many letters with the dot symbols. Even hindi language is a 

language which became a common and beautiful way to 

communicate. Even persons from outside India are also 

interested to learn and speak this language. Hindi text 

steganographic approaches can be divided into two 

categories, as described in figure 4.  
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Fig.4.Classification of Hindi Text Steganography [1]. 

One in which, Hindi text is used as a cover text to hide the 

secret text of Hindi language itself or any other language. 

Second in which Hindi text is used as a secret message and 

embedded or encoded into the other language. There are 

many methods available which uses Hindi as a carrier text 

but limited methods are exists for hiding the Hindi text.[1]. 

IV. Techniques to hide English text 

1. Line shift:- To hide the original data the line of text is 

shifted vertically by some degree as 3/10. To hide a 0 line 

can be shifted upwards and to hide a 1 we shift downwards 

or vice versa. We can also use no shifting for 0 and shifting 

up or down for 1.The problem with the method is the 

information is destroyed in case of retyping the text and also 

distances of the line shifting can be measured by instruments 

as by an OCR[2,3,4]. The main advantage of shifting 

algorithm is minimalism in executing, on the contrary 

hidden data ratio is very less compared to other algorithms 

of text steganography [4].  

2. Word Shift:- In the scheme the confidential data is kept 

hidden by placing the words horizontally i. e. by increasing 

the length of the word in left or right. The method is less 

noticeable than the line shift because it gives illusion that 

the text is justified. But it is also having same problem as 

line shift i. e information is lost in case of an OCR machine 

reading or retyping[5,3].Same problem is exist in this 

method like line shift that is has very low hidden ratio.  

3. Syntactic method:-The method take use of punctuation 

marks as comma (,), full stop (.) etc. These marks serves as 

a basis of hiding 0 or 1.The method is very good but 

requires a lot of care. An intruder having good knowledge of 

English can intercept because he or she knows that what the 

exact may position of such marks in a text document and has 

low hidden ratio [6,2].  

4. White tag:- In this method white space or blank space 

serves as basis of concealing the information [6]. The 

method can be used in three different ways. One is Inter 

sentence case, in this scheme space at the end of a sentence 

is used to hide the secret or confidential data. Second is Inter 

word case, this method takes use of space available between 

words. Third is End of the line, this method takes use of the 

space available at the end of a line. The difficulty with these 

schemes is that incorrect use or retyping again makes the 

hidden data noticeable to an attacker [6].  

5 Spam text:- In the scheme bits are hided in the tags of the 

markup language file as HTML or XML file. HTML starts 

and end tags are case insensitive as well as they can occur 

more than once. Space is also not a considerable thing while 

writing tags and all of these features can serve as a basis of 

concealing [4].  

6 SMS –Texting :- People take use of short forms of words 

while messaging each other. These short forms are called 

abbreviated words. In this scheme a full word can hide a 1 

and the abbreviated word can hide a 0 or vice versa [7].  

7 Feature Coding :- In the method we can alter the features 

of the text one or more and the altered feature can serve as a 

basis of steganography. The feature can be style, shape and 

size of writing a letter or text. As for example size of the dot 

used in the small English alphabets i and j can be altered to 

hide a 0 or 1. [4, 8].  

8 Secret Stenographic code for embedding :- The method 

take use of the article of the English language a, an, to hide 

0 and 1[9]. For example to hide a 0 we use article “a” and to 

hide a 1 we use “an”.  

9 MS word document :-In this method some parts of a text 

documents are relapsed using mimicking and further the 

relapsed or mimicked parts are used to hide a 0 or 1[10].  

10 Cricket Score Board :- Cricket score board serves as the 

basis of hiding. As a senseless zero before a number can be 

used for concealing a 1 and the number without a leading 

zero can be kept as it is to hide a 0. [11].  

11 Cascading style sheet :- The scheme comes under 

embedded cryptography and steganography approach 

discussed above. For the cryptographic part of the scheme 

RSA is applied and resultant cipher text is embedded with a 

CSS by using end of line white space scheme explained 

earlier in this paper [12]. 

V. Techniques for Hindi Text Steganography 

1. HHK, Matraye and Core categorization based 

method:- In this researcher explains three approaches to 

Hindi text based steganography. One is based on matras or 

modifying character, the second approach take use of special 

letters, no bar, bar etc. And third approach is by using HHK 

Scheme.Paper explains Matraye of Hindi language can 

divide into three types as top, core and bottom. The top and 

bottom modifier can easily identify by Hindi OCRs. 

According to the feature of Hindi letters they are classified 
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as open, bar, special and no bar characters. It uses the 

Hexadecimal value to encode the vowel and constant of 

Hindi Language.[2]. 

2. Using Punctuation Marks:- In this method, punctuation 

marks are used for hiding the secret data. The secret 

message is hiding in these punctuation marks. In this 

punctuation marks are divided in four groups and according 

to the groups these punctuation marks hide binary bits 00, 

01, 10 and 11 respectively.[13]. 

3. Synonym Based:- This method is based on word 

substitution which uses synonyms of Hindi language. A 

Hindi dictionary contains synonyms of Hindi word is used 

for word substitution. Secret message in binary form is then 

hide in Hindi sentence created by using the dictionary word 

and secret word bit stream. The same dictionary is used to 

decode the same dictionary is used to decode the message 

from Hindi sentence. Only words in dictionary are used for 

purpose of encoding.[13]. 

4. Sanskrit Classification Based:- The proposed scheme 

uses dictionary to hide the secret bit. The dictionary is of 

two levels. The Tatbhav words are placed at level zero and 

encode with bit value 0. The Tatsam words are placed at 

level one and encoded with bit value 1.[13]. 

5. Using Hindi Letters and its Diacritics:- Hindi Letters 

without diacritics are encoded as „0‟ and letter with diacritic 

are encoded as „1‟.[8]. 

6.Hindi Numerical Code:- The vowel and consonants are 

assigned numerical code based on frequency of their 

occurring. Letter with least frequency occurring are assigned 

numeric code 0. Highest frequently occurring letter have 

high numeric value.[14]. 

7.Karak Kriyaye:- The Hindi karak Kriya Vibhakti can 

classify into eight types. These eight karak are arranged in 

four groups and every group has assigned a code or bits. 

Now, according to the hidden secret bits cover text is 

generated and these karak symbols are used to hide the bit 

sequence.[15]. 

8.Shifting Matra:- The paper [16] present the work on 

Hindi text steganography based on feature coding method. 

The Hindi text in cover file shifts Matra of Hindi letter left 

or right to hide the secret message, and the matra will 

remain unchanged for hiding 0 bit [16]. 

9.Use of Text Colour:- This paper exposes a new technique 

in feature encoding technique to hide secret message. The 

text colour is changed to hide data. For example a 

Devanagari letter „v‟ coloured with RGB values „000‟ and 

„111‟ which shown very similar coloured letter „v‟. These 

values are used to hide data and encoding is done to provide 

security. These changed features are undetectable to human 

eye and software as well [17]. 

VI. Conclusion:- we have outlined a list of existing text 

Steganography techniques to hide bit-level information or 

used Hindi and English script to hide information. The 

advantages and the problems of the existing techniques have 

been analyzed. Extensive research has been carried out in 

the field of Hindi and English text steganography. And all 

the techniques proposed by the different researchers have, in 

their unique way, proven to be very useful. The main 

hindrance and problem that remains is that, In linguistic 

steganography it is very tedious job to take care of syntax 

and grammar means if we use any method other than 

random character as a carrier file will, it is hiding very small 

amount of data and need a very large number of English and 

Hindi words are used. Further research needs to be 

undertaken to tackle this drawback. Also, it has been seen 

that all the techniques that have been proposed pertains to 

hiding binary bits into Hindi words [1]. So, further research 

is also necessary in the field of Hindi text steganography 

where Hindi words can be hidden in some other form or 

medium.[1]. 
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